
IAG’s September Signature Auction,Sale Number 86, again proved to be a
stunning success! The Live Floor Auc-

tion was well attended and the bidding
underpinned by more than 2000 pre sale
Online bids from over 900 Members,

with many lots selling far above pre
auction estimates! 
High price on auction day of $83,475

went to a very rare high denomination
100 Pound Banknote from 1924 (R 69b)
in lovely original gVF condition. This
note was amongst the finest known
for this issue, and sold to an Online
bidder, reinforcing both the confidence
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This Rare 100 Pound note Sold for $83,475

A Nice 1930 Penny realised $20,868 Adelaide Pound Type II aUNC Sold for $32,197



buyers have in IAG’s Online bidding
systems and in the returning strength
of better Pre Decimal Banknotes in the
market.
Top price from the Sale belonged to an

1813 NSW Dump Type D/2, which was
graded by PCGS as XF 45 and the high-
est such example graded sold post sale
for $93,015. Two other lesser Dumps on
offer both sold well at $8,943 and $8,347
respectively, highlighting again the in-
terest in these rare early Colonial issues.
Other banknote highlights sold in-

cluded two rare Specimen issues, a 1
Pound 1938 Sheehan-McFarlane selling

for $28,620 and a 5 Pound 1933 Riddle-
Sheehan with serials number 000006
which realised $41,737. A rare type 5
Pound from 1918 brought $19,080,
whilst two Hay Internment Camp Notes,
a Sixpence and 2 Shillings realised
$10,971 and $8,347 respectively.
Key coins highlights sold included an

Adelaide Pound 1852 Type II in aUNC
selling for $32,197, a nice 1930 Penny
with good details hammering for
$20,868, an 1859 Half Sovereign real-
ised $12,759, a large natural gold nugget
sold for $13,117 and a Proof 1956Y
Penny was strong at $7,155. Other Pre
Decimal coins of note included a 1915
Shilling in MS 64 realising $9,778, a
1922/1 Overdate Threepence in F 12
hammered at $5,664, whilst another
1930 Penny in Fine realised $18,245.
Proclamation, GB and World coins

also featured many highlights, includ-
ing a 1731 Johanna selling for $6,201,
a Pontefract siege Shilling realised
$6,916, and a Chinese 1 Dollar 1912 was
knocked down for $2,385. Mis-struck
coins were again strong, with a 50 Cent
1981 struck on a Hong Kong $5 blank
nearly doubled estimate selling for

$10,971, a 50 Cent 1991 struck on a 10
Cent blank sold for $7,155 and a rare
1943S Florin struck on a USA Nickel
blank realised $4,650 highlighting the
continued strength of this popular and
interesting area.
This Sale was closely followed a few

weeks later by IAG’s live Online only
Flash Sale 6, where 600 lots (many un-
reserved) gathered more than 3,500 bids
and many bargains were had by the
happy buyers! Sign up now free Online
to be part of IAG’s future sales! 
IAG’s next major live auction is Sale

87 in March 2018 with Live Online only
Auctions planned for January and June
2018. Vendors who wish to consign to
these upcoming Auctions can do so with
IAG offering no Sellers fees or Com-
missions, potentially making them up
to 20% more! 
For catalogues, full prices realised or

more information on this or upcoming
sales, prices realised and highlights, visit
IAG’s website: www. iagauctions.com
or phone (07) 55 380 300.
(Note: All prices quoted include the 19.25% buyer’s premium
on the Hammer price rounded to the nearest dollar).
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1813 NSW Dump Type D2 
The Finest Graded Sold for $93,015

A Specimen 5 Pound Serial Number 000006 Sold for $41,737

These 2 Superb Misstruck Coins Sold for $7,155 and $10,971 respectively
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